B Coding the style tier

1. Create a **new tier** for the style coding (see section 4.2). Enter “S” as the tier name, “Style” for the participant.

2. Make the newly created style tier the **active tier**. (It should be highlighted in red.)

3. In the upper half of the ELAN window, select the **Grid Viewer** (see section 3.1.2), and use it to display all annotation units for the main speaker (see Fig. 19).

4. Locate the **first annotation unit** of the style you are coding (Fig. 19). (In this example, the speaker is reading a word list.) In the Grid Viewer, **click** on the annotation unit.

5. Scroll down through the annotation units in the Grid Viewer until you reach the **last** annotation unit for the style in question.

6. **Holding down the [SHIFT] key**, **click** on the last annotation unit. You should now have a selection spanning all adjacent annotation units in this particular style (see Fig. 20).

7. Make a **new annotation unit** on the style tier, and enter the coding for the style in question (Fig. 21).

8. Repeat as necessary.
Figure 20: **Style coding, steps 5 and 6**: Selecting the annotation unit corresponding to the end of the new style unit.

Figure 21: **Style coding, step 7**: Making a new annotation unit on the style tier.